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Discussant Webinar Helpful Tips and Info

• To change the video view of the speakers click the Active Speaker or Floating 
Layout buttons in the top right of the screen

• If you have any questions during this webinar pertaining to the reviewer 
process, please feel free to use the Q and A function on the right side of the 
screen. 

• Information regarding discussant resources and a recording of this webinar can 
be found at: https://www.ashe.ws/discussantresources

https://www.ashe.ws/reviewerresources


What is the Purpose of Discussants?

1. To provide deep and constructive feedback to authors on their papers (some 
issues shared at the session; more shared privately to authors either before or 
after the session);

2. To role-model the provision of constructive feedback—improving reviewing 
and feedback-giving in our field (this is presented publicly at the session);

3. To deepen understanding of the area of study by integrating themes across 
the papers presented and drawing out broader ideas that connect the papers 
to the state of research in the field (this is presented publicly at the session). 



What are the Individual Benefits of 
Serving as Discussant?

• Reading author’s papers gives you the opportunity to see new research in your 
area of interest well before it is published. 
• Honing your ability to give constructive feedback will support your other roles as 

journal reviewer or editor.
• You will make connections with other scholars in your area of interest that can 

foster future research collaborations.



What are the Benefits to the Field?

Strong Discussants Can:
• Support the scholarly development of authors and therefore the knowledge 

developed within ASHE;
• Create connections across areas of our field that promote collaboration;

• Role-model constructive reviewing practice that can elevate reviewing in 
other places, like journals;
• Create a better ASHE experience by making sessions more meaningful for 

attendees as well as authors.



Resources We are Providing

• Recorded webinar

• Brief of Best Practices for Discussants

• Paper Presentation Guide



Discussant Process

What Do Discussants Do?
1) Read all papers carefully

2) Provide written comments to authors (privately)
3) Give 10-15 minutes of comments in the ASHE session after authors have 
presented their papers.  These comments should:

• Provide constructive feedback to authors (publicly)
• Integrate ideas across papers and connect the papers to the broader 

knowledge of the field on the topic



Logistics for ASHE 2020

• ASHE 2020 Paper Session Guide

• Discussing Online

• The window you are in, you will only be able to see and chat with other 
presenters and the chair

• You will not be able to see the attendees or the chat unless you open a 
separate window to see the participants’ view (go to the ASHE 2020 
website and enter the session just like you would as a participant)

• You could ask your chair to feed questions/comments into the presenter 
window

https://www.ashe.ws/Files/2020%20ASHE%20Conference/Updated%20ASHE%20Conference%20Presenter%20Guides/ASHE%202020%20Conference%20Paper%20Presenter%20Guide%2010.7.pdf


Logistics for ASHE 2020
The typical Paper Session format is as follows:
1. Before each session, a brief video from the Program Committee will play (about 

1minute)
2. After this intro video, the A/V staff will make you “live” and attendees will be able 

see you (if your camera is on) and hear you (if your mic is on).
3. Chair introduces session and reviews the agenda/timing of the session (1 minute)
4. Chair introduces Paper #1 and presenters (1 minute)
5. Paper #1 (15 minutes)
6. Chair introduces Paper #2 and presenters (1 minute)
7. Paper #2 (15 minutes)
8. Chair introduces Paper #3 and presenters (1 minute)
9. Paper #3 (15 minutes)
10. Chair introduces Discussant (1 minute)
11. Discussant (10-15 minutes)
12. Open Q&A (10-15 minutes)



Best Practices for Discussants

Important Broad Considerations for Discussants

• Use generous thinking (Renn, 2020) in all comments (both private 
to authors and in public during the session), which asks the critique 
and feedback to be based in the belief in a positive outcome for the 
work—what feedback will move this work forward?

• Be conscious of how your own identities, epistemologies, 
researcher experiences, understandings, knowledges may shape 
how you react to the work. Think deeply about the intentions of 
authors when shaping comments.



Best Practices for Discussants

Important Broad Considerations for Discussants

• Be thoughtful about which feedback should be given publicly versus in 
private to authors
• Broad, constructive, and reinforcing comments should be shared publicly at 

the session
• Details and more extensive feedback should be shared in writing, privately 

to the author
• Critiques can be shared both publicly at the session and in writing—but 

bear in mind how to be constructive and generous (Renn, 2020) with the 
critiques (see above)



Best Practices for Written Comments to Authors

Strategies for providing deep and constructive feedback to authors 
(privately):
• Provide written comments.  Some discussants choose to send these comments prior 

to the paper session, and others give the written feedback after the session.

• Written comments can be a detailed review embedded throughout the manuscript or 
in summary comments (similar to what a reviewer might provide)—or, ideally, both.

• Think like a reviewer appropriate to the form of the paper (e.g. journal article, a policy 
report, review of the literature). Review the kinds of things that will be reviewed there 
such as: clear writing and organization, appropriate review of literature and use of 
theory, appropriate methods, sound analysis and implications.



Best Practices for Written Comments to Authors

Strategies for providing deep and constructive feedback to authors 
(privately):
• Focus on the author’s intentions: What is the author trying to accomplish with 

this research?  What are the things the author needs to do to enact that 
purpose in the paper?

• What are some unique aspects or strengths of this paper to build on?

• Suggest possible publication venues for the paper.



Best Practices—During the Session

Strategies for role-modeling the provision of constructive feedback 
(publicly in the session):
• Use a “sandwich” strategy—start by discussing the paper broadly and how it 

connects to the state of knowledge in the field, then discuss constructive ways 
to improve the manuscript, then close with the especially promising aspects of 
the manuscript.

• Focus on the big-picture—consider the aspects of the paper to draw out during 
the session—what are the most important contributions of this manuscript to 
the literature base?

• Ensure the critiques are constructive toward publication of the manuscript—
this is especially important toward role-modeling good feedback in our field.



Best Practices—During the Session

Strategies for deepening understandings in the paper session
• Consider what is the state of the research base on this topic in our field and 

how do the three papers (together) and each individually contribute and build 
off of what exists?

• What are the threads that bring the papers together—theoretically, 
methodologically, paradigmatically, topically, epistemologically, or otherwise? 
And what makes them distinct?



Best Practices—During the Session

Strategies for deepening understandings in the paper session
• What questions do the papers make you wonder about our field and about 

the state of research in our field? What questions do the papers leave you with 
that will move this line of research forward?

• Consider ways to get the audience involved, allowing audience members to 
discuss their commentary with those nearby.



Best Practices in ASHE Peer Review—
What Should Reviewers DO?

Suggested Practices to Avoid as a Discussant
• Critiquing in a way that tears down the research or demonstrates why a piece of 

research should not move forward.

• Pointing out very specific edits in the public comments (these should be 
reserved for private comments to authors).

• Suggesting that the author include your own work (unless it is directly related 
and you suggest your work along with other related works).



Best Practices in ASHE Peer Review—
What Should Reviewers DO?

Suggested Practices to Avoid as a Discussant
• Commenting on when you received the papers (if they were late, etc.).
• Commenting on how disparate the topics of the papers were and 

disappointment with the session paper alignment.

• Commenting on what you think the purpose of the paper should be rather than 
supporting the intentions of the author.



Additional Resources

• "They've got it all wrong!" How to give constructive feedback in peer review 
(Elsevier): https://www.elsevier.com/connect/reviewers-update/theyve-got-it-
all-wrong!-how-to-give-constructive-feedback-in-peer-review2

• How to Write a Peer Review (PLOS): https://plos.org/resource/how-to-write-a-
peer-review/

• Providing Feedback to Writers (George Mason Writing Center): 
https://writingcenter.gmu.edu/guides/providing-feedback-to-writers

• Peer Review: 5 Smart Tips for Providing Constructive Feedback: 
https://www.enago.com/academy/five-tips-on-providing-constructive-
feedback-in-peer-review/

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/reviewers-update/theyve-got-it-all-wrong!-how-to-give-constructive-feedback-in-peer-review2
https://plos.org/resource/how-to-write-a-peer-review/
https://writingcenter.gmu.edu/guides/providing-feedback-to-writers
https://www.enago.com/academy/five-tips-on-providing-constructive-feedback-in-peer-review/


Panel: 
Exemplar Discussants Share 
Their Review Processes

• Dr. Eddie R. Cole,  University of 
California, Los Angeles

• Dr. Gina A. Garcia, University of 
Pittsburgh

• Dr. Susan R. Jones, The Ohio State 
University



Thank You Discussants!

Thank you for doing the deep, substantive, and constructive work 
necessary to build up both the scholarship and the scholars in the field 

of higher education through serving as an ASHE discussant.  Do not 
underestimate the importance of your discussant role in moving a line 

of work and a scholar forward! 


